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His business is prospering rapidly.

deteriorating              thriving                 

  turning on            changing    

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A conventional, formulaic, and over simplified conception, opinion, or image is called …………………

       

investment                  recreation            

stereotype             excursionist   

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Tourists spend their money outside their normal domicile.

       

work        residence           

education place    visiting place         

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The number of tourists will not ……………… two million people per year.

impact                    refresh                

conceptualize       exceed      

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Thing that encourages one to do something is ………………….

   

adventure                 incentive                     

 treatment            experience   

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Some ……………….. such as visa prevent people from travelling.

restraints               migrations   

relaxations              motivations    

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Most people cannot undertake holiday travel.

take over             afford                

prevent      tolerate    

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Pleasantly strange means………………..

migrating                          exotic            

curative             escape

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Act of expecting something is called…………………..

attraction        hospitality    

amenity              anticipation       

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Perishable food should be stored in a refrigerator.

likely to freeze        expensive    

likely to decay        vegetarian     

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

…………………….. means having a lot of money.

duration                inclination               

 prosperity               affluent    

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.

After the war, there was a bulge in the birth rate.

   

fixed number      unstable number         

sudden increase     sudden decrease

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Segment means …………………

    

operation        activity  part           performance     

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The sale of goods or commodities in small quantities directly to customers is called ……………

          

retail         accumulate                    

exhibit            forecast

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Coming from another milieu, she found Tehran very difficult to live in.

        

country  environment     religion          island

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To provide somebody with a place means to ……………………. him.

invest          accommodate     

comprise      precede        

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In many countries, …………………… buildings are often visited by tourists. 

majority                 minority                  

commercial       historical

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Azerbaijan is now a(n) ……………………. country, that is,  it is independent.

autonomous             bogus                        

buoyant           intangible

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Freedom is the citizen's ………………….. right.

statutory                      minuscule           

leading     honorable     

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the pairs which are not antonyms.

   

dynamic & static                hindsight & foresight

hire & reveal                     abstract & concrete     

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Choose the pair that is not antonyms.

unnecessary & essential                             general & specific

artificial & superficial                 shiny & hazy             

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It's not always easy to …………………….. a classroom.

    

management  manage       

manageable       manageably

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Don't sign the …………………… without reading its text.

agreeably           agreeable             

agree           agreement

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The company's ……………………. on her skill and efficiency grew daily.

  

dependent            depend                   

dependence             dependently

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Are you sure he is a ……………………surgeon?

qualification  qualified           qualify          qualifiedly        

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Now you should …………………….. the data you have gathered.

          

analysis          analyze        analytic        analytically

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mere speech is not important; carry your words into …………………

actively          active                act          action         

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which of the following sentences is written correctly?

   

Their diets are full of fresh fruits. Their diets are full of fruits fresh.

          

Fresh fruits are full of their diets. Fruits fresh are full of their diets.      

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following is written correctly?

Major companies offered to dealers as holiday are incentives by trips.

Major companies are dealers to offered as incentives by holiday trips.

Holiday trips offered to companies are as incentives by major dealers.

Holiday trips are offered as incentives by major companies to dealers.   

29-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following is written correctly?  

Some messages have political comics.

Some political messages have comics.

Some comics have political messages.

Political messages have some comics.                  

30-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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